Abstract : Formation control is an important behavior for multi-agents system (swarm
INTRODUCTION
Natural phenomena are very interesting to analyze mathematically. One of the examples is the phenomenon called swarming which occurs in various groups of organisms. Swarming behavior or aggregation of organisms in groups is abundant in nature. For examples, the behavior can be seen in animal aggregation, flocks of birds (geese), schools of fish, herds of mammals etc. Flocks of geese often fly along in the inverted "V" formation. By flying in the inverted "V" formation they obtain some advantages. One of these advantages is that they are able to have 24% faster flying power and 71% greater flying range than if each goose flies on its own. One of the most interesting area is motion of swarm in [ [10] , [17] ]. The motion of a swarm can be used in engineering for cooperative control (multi-robots) and formation control (aircraft and ship).
The formation preservation of the swarm have received considerable attentions. Gazi et al. [18] , [19] and Miswanto, et. al. [15] study the coordination and tracking control problem of the motion of the swarm. In the literature, some researchers have discussed the formation control of mobile robots. In [14] , the authors study a stable and decentralized control strategy for multi agent systems to capture a moving target in a specific formation. They use artificial potentials to take care both tracking and formation task. In [8] , the authors study the stability properties of mobile agent formation which are based on leader following. They derive nonlinear gain estimates that capture how leader behavior affects the interconnection errors observed in the formation. In [16] , the authors study a behavior based approach to robot formation preservation. In [13] , the authors study control and coordination for many robots moving in formation using decentralized controllers. They investigate feedback law used to control multiple robots moving together in formation. They propose a method for controlling formations that uses only local sensor based information, in a leader-follower motion. They use methods of feedback linearization to exponentially stabilize the relative distance and orientation of follower and show that the zero dynamics of the system are also stable. In [11] , the authors study the natural algebraic structure of the chained form system together with ideas from sliding mode theory while designing the control law. They consider sliding mode approach to the stabilization and tracking problfor the so called chained from nonholonomic system. In [6] , the authors consider a problem of leader following in the case of a heterogeneous multi robot team. They use a discrete time sliding mode approach for control of nonholonomic robots performing a leader following task.
Another researchers have discussed the control design of a mobile robot to track a desired path. In [21] , the authors discuss the tracking control of mobile robots using integrator backstepping. Many mechanical systems with nonholonomic contraints can be locally or globally converted to the chained form under coordinate change. In [22] , the authors study the tracking control problem of nonholonomic system in chained form. They derive semi global tracking controllers for general chained form systems by means of backstepping and they achieve global tracking results for some special cases. In [4] an adaptive tracking control problem is studied for a four wheel mobile robot. The authors propose a formulation for the adaptive tracking problem that meets the natural prerequisite such that it reduces to the state feedback tracking problem if the parameters are known. They derive a general methodology for solving their problem. In [5] , the authors study exponential tracking control of a mobile car using a cascaded approach. They show that the nonlinear controllers proposed in [21] can be simplified into linear controller for both the kinematic model and a simple dynamic model of the mobile robot. Their approach is based on cascaded system. In [2] , the authors study a sufficient condition for the full state tracking stability of nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots by using the tracking control schemes based on the input output dynamics. They show that the tracking error internal dynamics and zero dynamics play a critical role of the full state tracking stability of such mobile robots. In [12] , the authors propose a novel sliding mode control law for solving trajectory tracking problems of nonholonomic mobile robots. They use dynamic models of mobile robots to describe their behaviors with bounded disturbances in system dynamics. In [9] , the authors propose a variable structure controller of a wheeled mobile robot to track the desired trajectory.
In this paper we consider the optimal tracking control problem for swarming behavior of three agents whose agents are moving to track a desired path in a desired geometric formation. We also compute the tracking error of the path of the leader tracing a desired path is sufficiently small and the distance between the leader path and the desired path is preserved. In the next section, the formal problem statement is described. In section 3, we design the control of the leader using tracking error dynamics. In section 4, we design the control of each agent follower using geometric approach. In section 5, we show numerical simulations to illustrate our results.
II. Problem Statement
Consider three Dubin's Car system described as: cos sin , ,
Where , denotes the position of the i-th Dubin's car, and 0,2 denotes the orientation of the car. The symbols and are the linear and angular velocities, respectively. Here, is the output of the system. Thus, the output is the position and orientation of the car. In this paper, the desired path that would be tracked by the leader is obtained using calculus variational method. The path is denoted by , . In this paper, there are two problems which will be discussed. First, we design the control of the leader. Furthermore, we design the control of the other agents by geometry approach to follow the leader's path with a certain distance.
III. The Control Design Of The Leader
We consider a model of the leader, such as (1). We design the control of the leader by tracking error dynamics for minimizing the tracking error in order to keep the position of the leader close to the desired path. We define a tracking error as the difference between the actual leader path and the desired path:
Differentiating the error equation (2) 
where and are positive constants. Differentiating the system (5) with respect to time, one obtains ,
The control of the leader can be determined directly from equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) The initial and final conditions of the state variables ( , , ) are known. The solution of this system of differential equations uses numerical approximation by substituting the desired path in system (8).
IV. The Control Design Of The Following Agents
In this section, we design the control of the follower using geometry approach. Figure 1 shows three Dubin's cars. Where and are the distance of agents to the leader. and are the orientation of agents to position of the leader. (10) 
IV.2 Numerical Simulations
In this section, some numerical simulations to illustrate the system (8), (11) and (12) (17) is substituted in (10) and the parameters are 2 and 2. Fig. 2 shows the path of the leader tracing the desired path by using the method. 1, 2, 3 in the two dimensional space. The movement of the two agents are described by the systems (13) and (16) and the leader is described by the system (10). The parame-ters 
V. CONCLUSION
A From the numerical simulation results above, it can be seen that the tracking error of the path of the leader tracing a desired path is sufficiently small and the distance between the leader path and the desired path is preserved. A geometry approach for formation control of a group of Dubin's car is investigated in this paper. The simulation on three Dubin's car formation demonstrates that the proposed method is effective and feasible. In future works, we will apply this method for movement control of another swarm model with a specific geometry formation.
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